April 20, 2012

Governor Rick Snyder
PO Box 30013
Lansing, MI 48909
Dear Governor Snyder;
I write to you today, with my final comments regarding Senate Bill 291 that repeals Michigan’s all rider
helmet law, even though I had previously voiced them many times before. And I include my State
Representative Deb Shaughnessy, my State Senator Rick Jones, the bill sponsor Senator Phil Pavlov and
the SMARTER group of which I am a member. Not that I expect the law to change in the immediate
future or that I expect any of you to personally read this letter or reply, however I wanted each of you to
know how extremely disappointed I am with your actions regarding this legislation.
I realize that the law does not ‘outlaw’ helmets therefore I am free to continue to wear mine, just as
others are free to take their helmet off. I realize that to ultimately be safe, we would never operate a
motorcycle or any other motor vehicle, however we do and in doing so we should protect ourselves in
every way possible. This means using a motorcycle helmet while operating a motorcycle, along with
other protective riding apparel. This should not only be common sense, it should be the law. Just as the
law reaches out to protect us with seat belts in cars, personal flotation devices for watercraft and orange
safety clothing during firearm deer season, Michigan’s helmet law provided protection for motorcyclists
for many years and its repeal was a bad idea. We all know that helmets won’t save every life in an
accident, and being realistic, seat belts, personal flotation devices and hunter orange don’t save every
life either. However considering the facts that these other safety devices have saved lives, we threw
caution to the wind in allowing motorcycle riders that freedom of choice simply because of the vocal
actions of a single minority rider group.
I have been a staunch supporter of Motorcycle Safety Awareness Month each year during the month of
May. I know each of you have helped out with that important traffic safety campaign too. And it
troubles me to think that safety, awareness, education, and mandatory protective riding gear cannot all
go hand in hand.
You see, helmets can and do save lives. Each of you failed to completely look at the information put out
by the Michigan State Police Office of Highway Safety Planning and groups like SMARTER (Skilled
Motorcyclist Association – Responsible Trained and Educated Riders). Instead you caved into ABATE
(American Brotherhood Aiming Towards Education) who has fought for this repeal for many years
under the premise of training, education, awareness, personal choice and finally the flawed tourism
report.
Furthermore, the repeal of the helmet law is unenforceable, just as the prior helmet law was
unenforceable. With the helmet law that was just repealed, many who wanted the freedom of choice
simply ignored the requirement for a DOT rated helmet and wore a novelty helmet, one that offered no
protection, but gave the impression that it met the requirement of the law. Michigan law enforcement
officials, rather than tangle with the court systems, realized the need to provide protection for citizens
was a higher priority than writing tickets for illegal helmets. So those individuals got away with

breaking the law. The new law is equally unenforceable from the standpoint that law enforcement
simply does not have the manpower or the authority to stop every motorcyclist not wearing a helmet to
check insurance, safety training requirements, years of riding experience or age. And to require $20,000
worth of medical insurance is a complete joke. Back in 1993, my grandmother was fatally injured in an
automobile accident and was air lifted to a trauma center 50 miles away at a cost of $5,500, a cost that
has certainly risen, possibly doubled, in the 20 years that have passed. And what is still yet to be fully
determined, is how the cost of insurance, accidents and medical treatments will be passed on to the
consumer in the years to come. Only time will tell.
Part of the logic for the repeal, beside freedom of choice, was the ability to bring additional tourism into
Michigan and to retain tourism in Michigan. The tourism report is a complete joke if you ask me. If
people really wanted to ride, they would get out on their motorcycles and ride, mandatory helmet law or
not. Ask the members of the Gold Wing Touring Association who held their national motorcycle rally
at Boyne Mountain in Boyne City, Michigan during July of 2011 how many of them bypassed the rally
due to Michigan’s all rider helmet law. People stayed away because they didn’t have the finances or
vacation time to allow them to attend, not because of the helmet law in Michigan. And in my opinion,
the seriousness of injuries we can expect to see in accidents where helmets are not worn, will offset
tourism dollars as law enforcement, EMT’s and medical personnel take extra time at accident scenes to
clean up and police these disastrous events.
And there are people like State Senator Rick Jones who as a former State Representative stood on the
steps of the State Capitol a few years ago with ABATE and told the crowd that “the only thing a helmet
does is make you look pretty for the funeral” a fact that is so far from the truth it isn’t even funny.
Again, a helmet like a seat belt will not save every life, however it will often times prevent serious
injury or death. Senator Jones from his years of experience as a law enforcement official in Eaton
County should have recognized that his statement is completely untrue. I sight the following examples
of friends who have had mishaps over the years while riding motorcycles:


Chris Larson (my spouse) of Eaton Rapids, MI lost control of her motorcycle at about 40 MPH
while braking on wet asphalt that was fairly new in Gaylord, MI. The motorcycle went out from
under her crossed 5 lanes of pavement, with her departing from the motorcycle in the center turn
lane. Scraped up, a torn rain suit, a damaged helmet, but able to ride the motorcycle back to
Lansing, MI after being checked out by EMT staff as the scene of the accident. The helmet and
rain suit were replaced after the accident.



Al Jack of Lansing, MI hit a patch of gravel left over from a chip coating process northwest of
Battle Creek, MI while coming around a corner at about 25 MPH. The motorcycle went down
and the motorcyclist scrapped his helmet on the pavement, but was able to continue riding that
day after the trauma of the mishap subsided. The helmet required a replacement after doing its
job to protect the rider.



Thomas Ongstad of Charlotte, MI who brushed a deer and went down during the ordeal on M-50
between Charlotte and Eaton Rapids after slowing the motorcycle down from the legal speed
limit. The rider suffered numerous bumps and bruises and the motorcycle some cosmetic
damage. Again the helmet did its job in protecting the rider and needed replacement due to the
impact.



Gary and Jan Ganaway of Mason, MI who lost control of their motorcycle due to broken and
damaged pavement in Montana. The motorcycle and small trailer were damaged beyond repair

and their helmets were destroyed. Both spent several days in the hospital before being
transported back in Michigan by a friend in a motor home.


Pat and Marie Beaudoin of Sterling Heights, MI along with Larry and Sue Seden of Sterling
Heights, MI. These two couples were the first two motorcycles in a group ride going out of
Evart, MI. At about 50 MPH the Beaudoin’s plowed head on into a deer that came out of no
where. They went down, the motorcycle totaled, helmets and clothing destroyed. Pat suffered
some broken bones and was hospitalized locally. Marie was airlifted to Grand Rapids to a
trauma center due to a collapsed lung along with some broken bones. Seden’s went down
attempting to avoid hitting Beaudoin’s and the deer. Larry was hospitalized for scrapes and
observation due to a heart condition while Sue suffered multiple fractures, scrapes and bruises.
Again, destroyed helmets are evidence that the impact was absorbed by the helmet instead of the
head/brain.

I could no doubt continue to cite cases where helmet usage saved lives, however my point is, helmets do
save lives, regardless if our elected officials believe it or not. And my main complaint with the change
in the law is the ability for people to take a chance on life. I believe most people who possess common
sense will continue to wear helmets. Those who were hell bent on the repeal based on freedom of
choice, didn’t have any common sense to begin with as evidenced by the many that skirted the law with
their novelty helmets. However I ask you to think about those who may have a lapse in common sense
and who think an accident could never happen to them. How about the young adult who believes they
are invincible, able to bounce back from anything. What will happen to them when they make an error
in judgment to not wear a helmet and a deer suddenly runs out of the wood into their path and they are
traveling at 55 MPH on a country road with no time to react? How will you feel about a fatality at that
point and that the rider should have had a freedom of choice to decide? These are tough questions and
they require what should have been an easy decision on the part of our elected officials. However all of
you took the easy route and caved in to a special interest group, failing to read and understand the true
facts regarding motorcycle helmets and now we have no helmet law in Michigan. Surely there were
other more pressing issues in our state that you could have addressed. My greatest wish is that in the
near future our elected officials can have the wisdom to look at the effects in the changes to the law, the
statistics and the facts that helmets can and do save lives and reinstitute the law for the protection of all.
Sincerely,

Eric Larson
CC:

Senator Rick Jones
Representative Deb Shaughnessy
Senator Phil Pavlov
SMARTER

